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Abstract: In this paper, we present a novel study on the impact of lossy data compression on
the metrological properties of holographic tomography reconstruction of the refractive index
(RI). We use a spatial bandwidth-optimized compression procedure that leverages the properties
of image plane off-axis holograms and standardized compression codecs, both widely applied in
research and industry. The compression procedure is tested at multiple bitrates, for four different
objects and against three reconstruction algorithms. The metrological evaluation is primarily
done by comparison to the reconstruction from original data using the root-mean-squared error
(RMSE). We show that due to differences between objects and different noise sensitivities of the
reconstruction algorithms, the rate-distortion behaviour varies, but in most cases allows for the
compression below 1 bit per pixel, while maintaining an RI RMSE less than 10−4.

© 2022 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Holographic tomography (HT) [1,2] is a quantitative label-free imaging technique that reconstructs
the 3D refractive index (RI) of a transmissive or quasi-transmissive object from several holographic
projections [3]. The label free nature makes it attractive for biological analysis, as specimens
like cells and tissues are inherently semi-transparent. RI distribution and its changes are related
to the biophysical features of the specimens and are utilized in such fields as cytometry, cell
biology, biotechnology, infectious disease, hematology, and cancer research [4]. HT techniques
are also a potential choice for industrial metrological applications like quality control of optical
micro-components such as fiber optics, waveguides or microlenses [5].

In contrast to digital holographic microscopy (DHM), in tomography, several holographic
projections of the object are required for its 3D reconstruction. These measurements are typically
obtained by scanning with the object illumination beam (limited angle tomography [3,6]), rotating
the object itself (full angle tomography [7]), or a combination of both approaches [8]. Each
tomographic measurement requires capturing from a few tens up to a few hundreds of holograms
for a single volumetric measurement. Often a tomographic capture is repeated in time (time-lapse
scenario) to investigate temporal changes of the sample [9,10] or in space to cover large field of
view (data stitching scenario) [11,12].

The resulting large volume of data and its storage are a major barrier of entry to practical adoption
of holographic techniques, which can be mitigated by developing efficient data compression
solutions. The compression solutions applicable for HT can be broadly classified into two
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categories: the end user applications and for storing the captured camera measurements. For end
user applications, the final 3D refractive index distribution reconstructed from the holographic
projections needs to be efficiently compressed to enable random access [13] so that parts of the
encoded reconstruction volume can be rapidly decoded from a storage medium without having
to process/reconstruct the entire volume. In the second case, compression solutions encoding
the object wavefield can be utilized immediately after obtaining the camera measurements, as
the state of the art reconstruction algorithms are computationally complex and typically applied
after a large number of hologram projections are already available. Furthermore, this type of
compression is suitable for archival purposes as it preserves the original complex valued object
wavefield, permitting future changes in the processing pipeline used by reconstruction algorithms.
In this work, we focus on the latter approach, that is to compress the complex valued wavefield
encoding the information present in the first order term of captured off-axis hologram. In previous
works [14–16], we had introduced lossless and lossy compression solutions utilizing existing
image/video codecs applicable for image plane off-axis holograms (IP-OAH) used in DHM. For
IP-OAH, the bandwidth of the first order term that encodes the received wavefield is limited
to a well defined region in the Fourier domain [17]. This fact was utilized to develop spatial
bandwidth optimized compression solutions.

Apart from the minimal and well defined spatial bandwidth, IP-OAHs allow for desirable
properties of the optical system (compact design, easy modality switching), which makes it
popular for commercial HT systems. These setups are similar to their DHM counterparts, but
utilize multiple consecutive oblique illumination beam incidences instead of the single normal
illumination beam incidence used in DHM. In this work we propose an appropriately modified
lossy IP-OAH compression solution accounting for the oblique illumination in HT setup.

For the first time, we analyzed the influence of the input data compression on the final accuracy
of tomographic reconstruction. The selected compression codecs are tested from the metrological
point of view. What is more, we have tested the metrological sensitivity of different tomographic
reconstruction algorithms on data compression and determined the acceptable compression
conditions. The tomographic reconstruction methods include the direct inversion method (DI)
[2,6], the Gerchberg-Papoulis (GP) algorithm with non-negativity constrain (NNC) [18,19] and
finally the GP algorithm with object support constrain (TVIC) [20,21]. These algorithms are
based on Rytov approximation, typically used for biological specimens.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2., we present the instrumentation and methods
used to capture the holograms and we assess the compression performance. This includes the
description of the optical system (Sec. 2.1), presentation of biological test objects (Sec. 2.2),
brief characterization of tested reconstruction algorithms (Sec. 2.3), detailed description of the
compression methodology (Sec. 2.4), as well as basic information about tested codecs (Sec.
2.5) and performance metrics (Sec. 2.6). In section 3., we discuss the results of the conducted
experiments, starting with the basic analysis of tested reconstruction algorithms’ noise sensitivity
(Sec. 3.1), followed by the benchmarks of tested codecs used in the proposed compression
scheme (Sec. 3.2). Finally the work is concluded in section 4.

2. Instrumentation and methods

The overall pipeline for the metrological assessment of compression influence on tomographic
reconstruction is visualized in Fig. 1 with the details of each step described below. The oblique
illumination beam (uiφ) is partially scattered by the sample (S), producing the scattered beam
(usφ, visualised in red). uiφ and usφ are combined with the reference beam (ur) producing the
holographic pattern that is captured by the camera (CAM). After a set of holograms is captured
the data is used to produce two reconstructions – one with the raw data, the other with the
data after compression. Our assessment methodology is based on comparison of the volumes
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reconstructed from compressed holograms with the reference volume reconstructed from the raw
holograms.

Fig. 1. The general scheme of data capture and processing pipeline towards metrological
assessment and comparison of tomographic results. The “compression” and “decompression”
blocks refer to the procedures discussed in Sec. 2.4 and Fig. 3.

2.1. Optical system

In this work, a modified Mach-Zehnder setup with the object illumination beam scanning module
and imaging module is used to capture the off-axis holograms (see. Figure 2). The HT system
works in the limited angle optical diffraction tomography (LA-ODT) configuration [22], which is
the most often used one for biological applications, including commercial HT systems [22–25].
In this configuration the object (located at Petri dish or a microscopic slide) is stationary, while
the object illuminating beam is changing its direction.

Fig. 2. The experimental setup and the selected micro-objects (X-Y cross section of
DI-reconstructions): a) Schematic of the used HT setup, b) HaCaT cells, c) SHSY-5Y cell
(163% zoom), d) Skin epithelial cell, e) 3D printed cell phantom (163% zoom). The optical
elements in a) are: LASER – laser light source, C – collimator lens, M – mirror, GM –
galvanometric mirror, BF – beam formation module, S – sample, MO – microscope objective,
AP – MOs aperture plane, TL – tube lens, S’ – image plane, CAM – camera. Red colored
beam indicates a light scattered by the object (usφ). Cross section through the AP shows
how the illuminating beam uiφ (green) and scattered beam usφ (red) are distributed with
oblique illumination by the moving GM.
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In our system a series of holograms are captured as the galvanometric mirror (GM) tilts the
illumination beam, thereby capturing the object from different perspectives. After the retrieval
and demodulation of the +1 order term by the carrier frequency of the reference wave ur, the
received field uφ associated with illumination beam angle ϕ = (ϕx, ϕy) is obtained. The retrieved
complex-valued field can be written as a superposition of two fields as shown in Eq. (1)

uφ(x) = uiφ(x) + usφ(x). (1)

The scattered field usφ refers to the scattering contribution of the object and it can not be
accessed directly – it is obtained from both uφ and uiφ. The uiφ denotes the incident field that
would propagate through the mounting medium if no object was present, so that it characterizes
the illumination beam including the illumination system aberrations. Typically, uiφ is obtained
by capturing holographic projections before introducing the object – one projection for each
illumination direction denoted by ϕ. The same illumination directions are then used to capture the
holographic projections of the object uφ , such that along with the previously captured uiφ the usφ
can be calculated using single scattering approximations such as Rytov of Born approximations
(see Sec. 2.3).

The setup that was used to capture the projections was comprised of an He-Ne laser with
λ = 632.8 nm and a microscope objective (MO) with NA = 1.3. Although the nominal Zeiss
MO magnification was 40x, due to the non-standard tube lens (TL, fTL = 200 mm), the MO-TL
module provided magnification of approximately M = 48.48. The holograms were captured
with a camera with pixel pitch pp = 3.45 µm and they were cropped to (Rx, Ry) = (894, 894) px,
resulting in approximate FoV of 63.6 × 63.6 µm2. The bit depth of the captured holograms was 8
bits, hence the original bitrate was 8 bits per pixel (see Sec. 2.6).

2.2. Samples

We used four test objects, namely the HaCaT cells, SHSY-5Y cell, skin epithelial cell and 3D
printed cell phantom [26]. The samples used in this study are presented in Fig. 2 b)-e). The
objects vary in complexity, RI contrast, the amount of high frequency details, as well as the
area that individual samples occupy within the field of view. The measurements have been
chosen such that the variety of parameters were tested – we used measurements with different
NA, different number of projections and different illumination angle. The summary of the
parameters related to the sample measurement is given in Table 1. Note that the cell phantom
used different mounting medium compared to other objects; however, the nm varied nonetheless
due to corrections accounting for environmental temperature. Also the magnification varied
slightly due to minor changes in system adjustment.

Table 1. The measurement parameters for each object used in this work.

HaCaT cells SHSY-5Y cell Epithelial cell Cell phantom

magnification M 48.00 48.52 48.52 48.52

mounting medium RI nm 1.3350 1.3317 1.3379 1.5153

number of projections 360 180 180 360

average illumination angle 48.47◦ 48.66◦ 49.91◦ 41.14◦

2.3. Reconstruction

In our work, we test the proposed compression scheme against three different tomographic
reconstruction methods, namely: the non-iterative Direct Inversion (DI) method [2,6], and two
iterative methods: Gerchberg-Papoulis (GP) with the non-negativity constraint (NNC) [18,19]
and GP with total variation iterative constraint (TVIC) [20,21]. This choice is dictated by the
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fact that these methods (with or without custom modifications) are nowadays most often used in
research and commercial HT systems [4]. Below we provide short descriptions of the applied
tomographic reconstruction methods:

Direct inversion (also known as Wolf transform) is a reconstruction method that utilizes
Fourier Diffraction Theorem that assumes either the Born approximation or Rytov approximation.
In this work, we utilize the latter, as it has no restrictions on a sample thickness and thus is
more suitable for analysis of biological specimens. DI allows the reconstruction of 3D scattering
potential from multiple complex-valued projections usφ(x). With the a priori knowledge of the
mounting medium RI, the scattering potential is converted to 3D distribution of RI of the sample.
[2,6]

Gerchberg-Papoulis (GP) is a general iterative extrapolation method that we utilize in
conjunction with DI algorithm. In GP iterations, some chosen constraints are applied in the
spatial domain, while the measured data is replenished in the frequency domain. Two constraints
that we use are:

Non-negativity constraint (NNC) that prevents the reconstructed scattering potential to
contain any negative-valued voxels that are typically present after the DI reconstruction. [18,19]

Total variation iterative constraint (TVIC) that is used to suppress the voxels that are not
part of the object. The object’s 3D footprint, called the object support is estimated with a separate
procedure – in case of this work, it is a binarized tomographic reconstruction obtained with a
strong regularization with the total variation component. [20,21]

Although the GP-based methods generally provide better results, they are more sensitive to
noise [27], hence the compression requirements for those algorithms are expected to be higher.

2.4. Compression methodology

In this section, we discuss the spatial bandwidth optimized compression methodology using
traditional image/video codecs, introduced previously in the context of the image plane off-axis
DHM [14–16], here applied for data captured in holographic tomography. In both microscopic
and tomographic setups, the +1 order term is band-limited by the numerical aperture of the
microscope objective. However, the differences between the techniques are significant – for
DHM the peak Fourier component encoding the object transmittance function is obtained at
the center of the pupil function of the microscope objective, while for LA-ODT there will
be many captures with peak Fourier components displaced from the center of the pupil by
fφ = (fφx, fφy), corresponding to the illumination angle for a given projection. Furthermore, the
reconstruction algorithms discussed in Section 2.3 for obtaining the 3D RI distribution of the
object in LA-ODT are considerably different from the simple phase retrieval procedure in DHM.
Due to those differences a separate analysis of the influence of bitrate of the various codecs on
the RI reconstruction quality is required. The results of such analysis is presented in section 3.

In the spatial bandwidth optimized approach, the following steps are performed for encoding
each projection (Fig. 3(a)):

• The +1 order term containing the received field uφ of a given projection is filtered using
Fourier filtering corresponding to the band-limit of the IP-OAH setup. The band-limit in the

discrete Fourier domain is given by an ellipse whose axis have length
(︃

NA·pp·Rx
λM , NA·pp·Ry

λM

)︃
,

where NA, λ and M represents the numerical aperture, wavelength and magnification of
the microscope while pp, Rx and Ry represents the pixel pitch and resolution of the camera
sensor. After this step, the information outside the band-limit of the +1 order term is
removed.

• The +1 order term is now modulated by an appropriate frequency fφ such that the most
dominant frequency is displaced to the zero frequency. This step is done to obtain a signal
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with predominantly low frequency components which can be compressed more efficiently
by image/video codecs.

• The modulated term is now converted into the spatial domain by applying the inverse

discrete Fourier transform within frequency window of size
(︃

NA·pp·Rx
λM , NA·pp·Ry

λM

)︃
.

• The real and imaginary (R/I) components of the demodulated term in the spatial domain
are quantized to either 8-bit or 16-bit unsigned integer format, depending on the codec that
is being used.

• The quantized R/I components are compressed independently with the same target bitrate
using image/video codecs.

Fig. 3. The pipeline for the hologram encoding (a) and decoding (b) procedures (referenced
in Fig. 1). In the decoding pipeline the green arrow indicates the stage where the decoding
procedure may shortcut to perform reconstruction, when the hologram representation is not
required. The complex data is indicated by the C symbol. The spectrum representation is
visualised as log10

(︁|︁|︁Uφ

|︁|︁)︁ , while the spatial domain is visualized as
|︁|︁uφ |︁|︁2. Compared with

the method proposed in the previous work [16] the only difference is the addition of the
circular shift of most energetic Fourier component to the center of frequency domain.

The decoding procedure is described below and shown in Fig. 3(b).

• The compressed streams of the R/I components are decoded into the appropriate bit depth
(either 8 or 16-bit unsigned representation) using the corresponding image/video decoder.

• The signal is dequantized to obtain the lossy frequency-modulated projection in the spatial
domain, which is required as input from the reconstruction algorithms.

• To obtain the lossy version ˆ︁uφ of the projection uφ encoded in the original hologram, the
dequantized signal is circularly shifted to return the spectrum to the original frequencies.
This signal may be passed to the reconstruction algorithm or may be further processed to
create the synthetic version of the original hologram (steps below).

• The spectrum is zero-padded such that the center of the pupil region is equivalent to the
carrier frequency of the original hologram.

• Inverse Fourier transform is calculated and the R component of the signal is multiplied by
the factor of 2 in order to retrieve the real valued hologram.

The procedures presented above are used to process the holograms in the test path indicated in
Fig. 1.
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2.5. Codecs under test

For the sake of brevity, we only test two codecs - JPEG 2000 and HEVC, in the spatial bandwidth
optimized configuration discussed in Section 2.4. For DHM, among a broad spectrum of codecs,
JPEG 2000 and HEVC obtained the best metrological quality metrics [16] for static and timelapse
compression respectively. Both these codecs are transform-based, implying they attempt to
sparsify the signal by application of a suitably designed frequency transform operation.

JPEG 2000 JPEG 2000 [28], the successor to the popular but aging JPEG standard, produces
smaller bitstreams than the latter for the same quality level particularly at mid to low bitrates.
In addition, JPEG 2000 allows for a more scalable signalling of the bitstream for supporting
bespoke requirements of different practical applications [29]. For lossy compression, JPEG
2000 applies the discrete wavelet transform with a Mallat style decomposition using the CDF
(Cohen–Daubechies–Feauveau) 9/7 wavelet. The coefficients obtained after the wavelet transform
are grouped into subbands and fed to the EBCOT (Embedded block coding with optimized
truncation) stage, ultimately producing a layered bitstream that can support progressive decoding.
The layers can be chosen such that each additional layer increases SNR (quality progressive) or
the resolution (resolution progressive), where these layers can be further made to support spatial
progressions as well [30].

We use the Kakadu [31] implementation (V8.0.5) of JPEG 2000 in this work, which allows a
16-bit data input.

HEVC H.265/HEVC [32] (High Efficiency Video Codec) was introduced in 2013 as the
successor H.264/AVC (Advanced Video Codec), producing files that are on average 25-50%
smaller than the latter for the same perceived visual quality. Notwithstanding the increased
encoding complexity for HEVC compared to AVC, the decoding complexity is comparable, while
also facilitating highly parallel processing hardware architectures. In these video codecs, both
intra (within a frame) and inter (across frames) dependencies are utilized for compression. In
HEVC, the encoder will initially divide the frame being encoded into coding tree units (CTU),
where the CTU may be predicted from other units belonging to the same frame or neighbouring
frames. Here, HEVC supports higher flexibility for the CTU block sizes (up to 64× 64) compared
to AVC (up to 16 × 16). In addition, HEVC supports a nested recursive quadtree structure that
can recursively partition the prediction residual from the CTU for application of the DCT/DST
(discrete cosine/sine transform) [33].

In this work, the RExt (format range extension) reference software [34] designed for compressing
data with high precision is used. For video coding, a GOP (group of pictures) size of 32 was
used. RExt supports input data with bit-depth 16-bit but can only produce a bitstream where the
coefficients can be at most 8 bits. For the sake of brevity the video coding mode will be denoted
as Inter HEVC, while the mode not utilizing any temporal prediction method will be denoted as
Intra HEVC.

2.6. Performance metrics

RMSE of final reconstruction This is the most important distortion metric that is used in this
work. It evaluates the reconstructed volume from the metrological perspective. The threshold
value that we use is 10−4 RI. It was chosen based on the visual assessment of reconstructed
volumes, such that the distortion due to compression was not concentrated on the object’s features.
The RMSE is evaluated according to equation:

RMSE =

√︄∑︂∑︂∑︂ (︁
RI[x, y, z] − ˆ︂RI[x, y, z]

)︁2

n
, (2)

where ˆ︂RI and RI are respectively a distorted and reference reconstructions and n is the number of
voxels of that signal.
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SNR This metric was used to evaluate the compression induced distortion in the intermediate
processing steps, where the data is complex-valued.

SNR = 10 log10

(︄ ∑︁∑︁
u[x, y]u∗[x, y]∑︁∑︁

|u[x, y] −ˆ︁u[x, y]|2

)︄
(3)

Bitrate This metric is used to assess how efficiently the data is stored in terms of memory.
Bitrate is expressed as the number of bits required to store a single pixel of the data, averaged by
the original number of pixels, regardless of how many pixels is used to store encoded data. The
original bitrate of all datasets is 8 bits per pixel (bpp).

Bitrate (bpp) =
Number of bits in bitstream

Number of pixels in camera sensor
. (4)

3. Results

In this section, the results of numerical experiments are presented. First, we characterize the
sensitivity of the reconstruction algorithms by synthetically distorting the sinogram of the 3D
printed cell phantom (Sec. 3.1). The distortion is measured at the stage of sinogram with the
SNR metric and at the stage of RI with the RMSE metric, as discussed in Section 2.6. This
allows us to find the target distortion level measured on the sinogram term being compressed, for
meeting some target distortion measured from the RI reconstruction.

Finally, the experimental objective and subjective analysis of the proposed lossy compression
methodology is presented (Sec. 3.2). The subjective analysis is undertaken by visual investigation
of high frequency region of the 3D cell phantom at different levels of compression. For objective
analysis, the distortion introduced by the codecs are measured in the final stage of processing, by
comparing the RMSE of the RI obtained from the decoded measurements versus the threshold
RMSE of 10−4. The smallest bitrate at which the threshold is met is reported for each codec,
sample and reconstruction method.

3.1. Distortion analysis for the 3D printed cell phantom

The 3D printed cell phantom is utilized for comprehensively evaluating the distortion introduced
by applying the proposed lossy compression. Before characterizing the compression-induced
distortion, the influence of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) on the sinogram is investigated
with a numerical experiment and shown in Fig. 4 for the various reconstruction methods. As
expected from the GP-based reconstruction algorithms [27], we observe that the NNC and TVIC
are more sensitive to AWGN when compared to DI, producing almost a magnitude of error
increase in the reconstruction RMSE for the same level of AWGN on the sinogram. Slightly
better performance of the TVIC algorithm may be explained by the stronger regularization by the
object support. For lossy compression using the various codecs, a heightened sensitivity to noise
for the iterative methods was again observed and is shown in Fig. 6.

A visualization of the local reconstruction errors introduced by the various codecs tested for
the phantom at different values of reconstruction RMSE is shown in Fig. 5. Overall, at around
10−4 RMSE, a relative absence of structural error in the reconstruction is seen, in comparison
to the level of the random error. Therefore, in this work, we use a target RMSE of 10−4 for
evaluating the data storage costs of the different codecs.

3.2. Codec benchmarks

The rate distortion plots for the reconstruction methods are shown in Fig. 6 for all presented objects
(Sec. 2.2) and all tested reconstruction algorithms (Sec. 2.3). While the overall performance
of the codecs track each other, for all operating points for the Intra HEVC mode, it consistently
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Fig. 4. Reconstruction RMSE distortion in function of sinogram SNR.

produced the smallest file sizes for the same target RMSE. The next best rate-distortion performer
is JPEG 2000 followed by Inter HEVC. This indicates that the inter-coding (temporal) compression
techniques utilized by the Inter HEVC profile may not be suitable for addressing the redundancy
present in tomographic projections. Furthermore, even in the range extension (rEXT) profiles,
the bitstream coefficients produced by HEVC can have a maximum bitdepth of 8. As we shall
see later, this limits the applicability of the HEVC codec, if a very low target RMSE is required.
Note that this is more a constraint imposed by operating parameters of the codec specification,
rather than a limitation of the underlying techniques.

The comprehensive bitrate table for the various codecs, samples and reconstruction methods
for achieving the target RMSE 10−4 is shown in Table 2. For achieving the metrological target
for DI reconstruction, Intra HEVC was able to obtain lower bitrates than JPEG 2000 in the case
of all objects, with the former producing files that were on average 5.2% smaller than the latter.
However, for the HaCaT sample with the NNC and TVIC reconstruction methods, even at the
highest quality setting it was not able to meet the metrological target RMSE. Comparing the
reconstruction methods NNC and TVIC with each other, we see that TVIC is less sensitive to
compression noise, requiring less bitrate to reach the RMSE 10−4 in all tested scenarios.

Table 2. Bitrate required by various codecs and tomographic
reconstruction methods for achieving RI RMSE less than 10−4. (-) indicates

codec was not able to satisfy distortion target even in its highest quality
mode.

HaCaT SHSY-5Y Epithelial cell Phantom

HEVC HM Inter
DI 0.53 0.30 0.38 0.34

NNC – – – –

TVIC – 0.75 – 0.77

HEVC HM Intra
DI 0.44 0.28 0.34 0.30

NNC – 0.77 0.89 0.80
TVIC – 0.69 0.77 0.70

JPEG 2000 Kakadu
DI 0.48 0.29 0.37 0.33

NNC 1.49 0.82 0.96 0.84

TVIC 1.18 0.74 0.82 0.75
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Fig. 5. The visualization of the errors regions with high spatial frequency information
obtained for consecutive compression bitrates with the a) Inter HEVC, b) Intra HEVC and
c) JPEG 2000 codec. Above the error maps, the global RMSE is indicated. The reference
region is the USAF structure present in the cell phantom object. The cross-section is made
within the depth of focus region.
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Fig. 6. Rate-distortion plots showing the degradation of the reconstructed volumes in terms
of RMSE (vertical axes) versus bitrate (horizontal axes). The threshold RMSE value of
10−4 is indicated by dashed lines. Each column represents a given object – a) HaCaT, b)
SHSY-5Y, c) Epithelial cell, d) Cell phantom.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we investigated the compression behaviour of HEVC and JPEG 2000 standards for
limited angle holographic tomography utilizing the spatial bandwidth optimized compression
technique introduced in [16], where compression is performed on the camera measurements
captured by the IP-OAH setup.

For objective and subjective analysis, object RI reconstructions were obtained using three
different reconstruction algorithms (DI, NNC and TVIC), at several compression quality levels
and for a selection of biological/technical specimens. For all specimens, we observe that
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compared to DI, the iterative reconstruction methods are more sensitive to the noise introduced
by lossy compression.

Among the codecs, the best compression performance was obtained by Intra HEVC (single
frame compression) rather than the Inter HEVC (multiple frames compression). Additionally,
it was seen that due to the limitations in the maximal bitdepth of the encoded bitstream in the
HEVC specification, it could not support very low distortions. Lower distortions were available
with the JPEG 2000 codec.

For majority of the specimens, we demonstrate that with spatial bandwidth optimized
compression, it is possible to obtain bitrates less than 1 bpp while still maintaining a high fidelity
in the RI reconstruction. However, it should be noted that the compression performance is
object–dependent in general. We observe this in one case in our study where the rate-distortion
performance deviates strongly from other cases.
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